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The Sonorous ITALIAN TONGUE, Beloved of Poets
Some of the Famous Writers who · have Helped to Bring Italian Literature from
Latin Days· to Modern Times
JT ALIAN LITERATURE. The Italian lan-

not . until the beginning of the 14th centuryguage is a daughter in the direct royal line whose close saw Dante's genius that any truly
from ancient Latin, and resembles her the most Italian literature appeared.·
o~ all the Latin descendants. The sonority and
Late as it was in starting, this literature atrhythm which French has lost, the delightful tained its greatest glory alm·ost imm~diately, far
clearness which has become a bit blurred in outshining all other literatures of the period.
Spanish, all remain in melodious Ita~ian, the Dante (1265-1321) wrote his" Divine Comedy"
a century before Chaucer and three
id~al language of poetry, in which
DANTE
centuries before Shakespeare.
it has always excelled.
.
Petrarch (1304-1374) followed
Yet modern Italian, being to a
with his immortal sonnets to'' golden
large extent a forced bloom, suffers
haired'' Laura; and Boccaccio (1313in many respects from its artificial
1375) with his famous collection of
growth. For in the Middle Ages,
prose stories entitled " Decameron."
while literary Latin of a sort conBut with the great revival of intinued to be used as the learned
terest in the ancient Greek and
and cultured language, the mass of
Latin literatures, which was also a
the people of Italy, mingling the old
feature of the Renaissance, the new
·Low Latin of popular speech with
Italian literature declined. The
imported foreign elements, contrived
brightest spirits sought their inspirato swing it into a score of different
tion
in
antiquity,
and
the
newly
dialects.
.
The greatest of the Italian
Then came the great Dante, who p o e t s, w h o s e '' Divine formed Italian tongue suffered
has been trans- through an affected and elaborate ·
selected the dialect 9f Tuscany for Comedy"
lated into all languages.
striving for Latin eleganc~.
his literary work, and revealed its
It was not until the 16th century that Italian
strength and beauty in his epic masterpiece,
writers returned to a natural and spontaneous
'' The Divine Comedy..''
style. This century has been called the'' golden
The Fixed Literary Language of Italy
Petrarch and Boccaccio followed him, and age of Italian literature," not because it prowrote immortal lines .in Tuscan epic verse duced men of supreme greatness,. but because
especially in the one case, and prose stories in of the large number of pleasing and competent
the other. Thus this dialect bewriters who appeared. The best
PETRARCH
came the fixed literary language of
. .
known of these are Ludovico Arios.t o
Italy, and is to-day so recognized.
with his masterpiece " Orlando
But the many other dialects still
·Furioso," and Torquato Tasso, whose
exist, and their words tend t_o creep
'' Jerusalem Delivered '' is a reaction
in, not always elegant or well conagainst the worldliness of religion
ceived ; and it is here that the
in his time.
struggle between the classic but
Tasso's claim to immortality rests
often cramped Tuscan and the
on two works alone his wonderful
cruder but more. vigorous popular
Liberata"
epic "Gerusalemme
dialects places the Italian writer at
(Jerusale;m Delivered) and his pasa loss. This artificiality and limitatoral play " Aminta." He was ention of Italian, in spite of its rich
gaged on his masterpiece from 1563
~weetness, is therefore to be reckoned
till
1575,
and
a
heated
controversy
One of the foremost lyric
with in explaining why Italian poets of all time. He was sprang up immediately the great
writers of all times, and especially crowned poet laureate at poem was published.
Rome in 1341.
the present, are not as numerous as
The fusion of the classical and
in other countries. But it has with equal the romantic style showed a marked advanae
truth been said that ''Italian writers . must be on his earlier work, "Rinaldo," an epic he had
weighed, not counted." If they have been few, published at Siena in 1562. Criticism of matter
they have also been very great.
·
· and manner was severe, and Tasso attempted
Latin long remained in Italy more nearly a a reply in "Gerusalemme Conquistata," which,
livirlg tongue than elsewhere, and hence a however, was a co:rp.plete failure.
written_literature in the vernacular or .people's.
His life was full of tragedy a hopeless paslanguage was slow in arising. Indeed, it was ·sion having disturbed his mental balance. He
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